
A Joint Venture Between…. 

Full Spectrum Hypoxia Training 



Welcome to the Southern AeroMedical Institute.  

SAMI is the premier research institute regarding the phenomena of slow 

onset hypoxia . Our decades of work have produced tremendous gains in 

the medical knowledge of hypoxia and groundbreaking advances in        

aviation industry practices with regards to decompression readiness. 

 Founded in 1999, SAMI has trained over 5000 pilots. Our unique role 

as a private research and training facility has positioned SAMI at the 

forefront of innovation.  

  In 2015, SAMI partnered with Aeronautical Data Systems. Our        

collaborative objective was to build the most advanced,                  

comprehensive, and effective hypoxia training program ever          

conceived. The result was the CHARM program. 

  CHARM represents the introduction of decades of advances in       

software, medical understanding and experience analysis.  

FAA Accepted  
“Scenario Based Physiological Training” 
specialized training with the successful 

integration of flight simulators. 

The Mission of the CHARM Program is simple...  
 

To ensure the trainees have the highest possible  

level of readiness, and thus survivability, when  

faced with oxygen contingency. 



  

Post                                   Training Review 

 Review scenario narratives from Altitude Chamber Training. 

 Review proficiency on ADS  software application. 

 Review readiness for extended operations in an emergency               

depressurization scenario. 

 Pilot reaction to descent restrictions. 

 Review of flight video.  

SCENARIO BASED                           

PHYSIOLOGICAL TRAINING 
 

 

What is the                                Program? 

 

 

Slow Onset Hypoxia & 

Physiology Training 
 

Advanced CRM , ADS software integra-

tion, and methodologies for recognizing 

the signs and sensations of Slow Onset 

Hypoxia. While simultaneously navi-

gating descent restrictions during post 

donning scenarios. 



Our Promise to You… 

 

Southern AeroMedical Institute is a unique facility where providing pilots 
with advanced High Altitude Chamber training is our highest mission.  

 
 

We pledge to continue developing our specialized type specific training  
program to enhance the Pilots ability to ascertain individual symptoms of  

Slow Onset Hypoxia.  
 
 

The experience at Southern AeroMedical Institute allows Pilots to acquire 
lifesaving individualized expertise to combat a real and viral  

threat to Aviation Safety.  

Advanced Instrumentation Integration for Emergency Mask Donning Scenarios 

The CHARM Program incorporates SAMI’s DeSat Train-

ing which is a patented methodology that incorporates 

advanced hypoxia training utilizing a Garmin 1000 and 

Zodiac Aerospace Mask System.   

 

The instrumentation is placed within the high altitude 

chamber to achieve FAA/FITS approved “Scenario 

Based Physiological Training”.  DeSat represents the 

most advanced type specific training of its kind within 

the industry today.   



1698-B West Hibiscus Blvd. Melbourne, FL  32901 
Phone: 321.676.3200   

www.sami-aeromedical.com   
JLBuza.SAMI@gmail.com 

What to Expect From Training 
 

 One Hour of Lecture – “Slow onset Hypoxia” with Dr. Buza 

 1/2 Hour of Pre Flight Orientation – Zodiac Aerospace Mask and Garmin 1000 

 One Hour of Flight - High Altitude Chamber Training  incorporating advanced 

scenarios with ADS software applications ERGOS and O2 Synoptic 

 1/2 Hours Post Flight Review - Review Oxygen Saturation and Flight Video with Dr. Buza 

Upon Completion 

 High Altitude Chamber Certificate of Completion 

 FAA/FITS Certificate for Scenario Based Physiological Training 

 Hypoxia “Finger Print Card” with individual Pilot sensations 

 Book: Pilot’s Practical Guide to Altitude Physiology By: Dr. Paul Buza 

 Sign-off in Log Book  

 Video of the Flight 
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